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Introduction
Membrane Transport is crucial for all organisms. Transport systems bring in external
nutrients and eliminates harmful toxins. These transporters are both importers and exporters.
Transporters are diverse since they must achieve many different tasks. ATP-binding cassettes
,ABC transporters, have ATP binding domains with the presence of a a phosphate-binding loop
and a short consensus sequence “LSGGQ” (1). These transporters are characterized by the
ATP binding subunit. An ABC transporters are integral membrane proteins that have two
nucleotide-binding domains (NBD) and two transmembrane domains (TMDs). ABC transporters
are located in the plasma membrane but often go through conformational changes thus allowing
them to change directions of transport. ABC transports are increasingly significant as they make
up the largest protein family. In humans there are 48 ABC transporters which carry importance
since they have been linked to many disease such as cystic fibrosis and cancer.
Glycerol-3-phosphate (Gro3P) is participates in glycolysis, gluconeogenesis, lipid
synthesis and Gro3P electron transfer to mitochondria (2). Gro3P transport plays a key role in
metabolic regulation. New research has identified that there is a Glycerol- 3-phosphate
phosphatase (Gro3PP) that converts Gro3P to glycerol. This research can now be used to
identify treatments for diabetic individuals.
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Figure 1: Pathway of the glycerol-3-phosphate transporters in E.coli. (3)
This supports ugpB, ugpA, ugpE, and ugpC are a part of an operon. To promote transcription of
the operon cyclic-AMP Crp, P-PhoB. The genes ugpB, ugpA, ugpE, ugpC are a part of an
operon as supported by the IGM/M database results. The 50s and 30s represent ribosomal
subunits which all for translation to occur. The end results is the formation of proteins UgpA,
UgpB, UgpC and UgpE.
The E.coli  K12 MG1655 locus tags involved with glycerol-3-phosphate transport are
b3450 ,b3451,b3452 and b3453 (3). Throughout this paper locus tags beginning with b indicate
an Escherichia coli gene. The genes involved in this system are ugpA, ugpB, ugpC, and  ugpE
which can be identified in Figure 1. These genes compose an operon as seen in Figure 1. The
proteins involved are UgpA, UgpB, UgpC and UgpE. These genes are found in E. coli and in
M.ruber (26). The ugpA is b3452 in E.coli and mrub_0320 in M.ruber which functions as the an
ABC transporter permease. The ugpB is b3453 in E.coli and mrub_0322 in M.ruber  which
functions as the ABC transporter periplasmic binding protein. The ugpC is b3450 which
functions as the ABC transporter ATPase. The ugpE  is b3451 in E.coli and mrub_321 in
M.ruber  which functions as an ABC transporter permease.
Meiothermus ruber is the study organism used in this research to compare to
Escherichia coli. M.ruber is studied because the organism has phylogenetic diversity with
respect to Escherichia coli . Using M. ruber as a study model organism has many benefits,
which include improved identification of orthologs, improved phylogenetic anchoring, gene
discovery, and classification of microbes (4). M. ruber physical features allow for effective
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research (5). One feature is its ability to grow at high temperatures allowing for flexibility in
research conditions. Since the organism is a thermophile its able to resist denaturing thus
allowing for better results (7). It is important to study these ABC transporters because they are
used in metabolism of drugs. This research can be related to how humans become resistant to
certain drugs(10).
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to identify orthologs between E.coli and M.ruber  within the
glycerol-3-phosphate transport system. It is proposed that mrub_0320 gene is an ortholog of the
b3452 gene, mrub_0321 gene is an ortholog of the b3451 gene, mrub_0322 gene is an ortholog
of the b3453 gene, mrub_2366 gene is an ortholog of the b3450 gene found in Escherichia coli
coding for Glycerol-3-phosphate. Once orthologous genes are confirmed, we can then begin to
look into amino acid substitutions within these proteins (specifically alanine) to see how they
affect the functionality of the protein (6).

Material and Methods
To begin the comparison between the E. coli and M. ruber genes of interest, a BLAST
was performed, comparing the amino acid sequence of both in order to determine whether they
were orthologous to one another (11, 12). This produce some an E-value, as well as a Bit
Score, which helped determine exactly how similar the two genes were to each other.
We then began the process of confirming the location of the M. ruber GOI’s start codon.
The E. coli GOI did not have to go through this process, because their start codon has been
previously confirmed. IMG/M (27), BLAST (11, 12), T-Coffee (29), and Weblogo (30) were used
to look at the possible open-reading frames, obtain a variety of similar sequences from other
known species, compare with a multiple sequence alignment, and to create a visual
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representation of this visual comparison to understand the conservation of the amino acids,
respectively. With the combination of these programs, and the final visual of results, we are able
to have a better understanding of how conserved these genes are relative to other species.
To have a better understanding of the possible orthologs between the E. coli and M.
ruber GOI, we used multiple programs to determine more about the protein structure and
function. To begin, TMHMM was used to determine how many, if at all, transmembrane domains
there were for each protein (15). SignalP (19) was used to estimate if a signal peptide was a
part of the protein, and LipoP (20) was used to see if there was a signal peptide or lipoprotein as
a part of the structure of the protein. P-SORT B (13) and Phobius (14) we used to identify the
probability of where exactly these proteins were located within the cell membrane. We then
looked at the protein families of our GOI’s proteins were a part of. CDD (31) produced a
possible member of the COG family, Pfam (22, 23) produced a possible Pfam family connection,
TIGRfam (21) produced a possible TIGRfam family connection, and finally PDB (24, 25) was
able to give us a possible protein domains that were connected to our proteins of interest.
Lastly, the possibility of these genes being in an operon was researched. IMG/M (27)
database was used, and with the help of KEGG (26), images were produced in order to have a
better idea of the function and location of the genes. Top COG hits were also used and
compared in order to have better confirmation of a presence of an operon (27). In all these
comparisons, each of these steps were taken to get a complete viewpoint of the compared
genes.
Results
Comparing E.coli b3450 and M. ruber Mrub_ 2366
When forming a comparison between the pairs of genes in question, tables were formed, like
Table 1, which summarizes the results obtained from numerous bioinformatic tools to compare
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E.coli b3450 and mrub_ 2366. When looking at the comparison of E-values, the closer to 0.0
indicates that the genes are unlikely to be similar by chance. The original BLAST performed was
against the two specific genes of interest, b3450 and mrub_2366 (11). The COG number
identified through the CDD database was the same for both genes, with slightly varied E-values
(31). Using the cellular localization databases (TMHMM (15), SignalP (19), LipoP (20),
PSORT-B (13), and Phobius (14)) both genes were confirmed to have the same location. Both
TIGRfam (21) and Pfam (22, 23) database show the same protein family between the two
genes, with similar E-values. Protein Database showed different proteins of similarities (24, 25).
For both E. coli and M. rub systems, the genes were found within the ABC transporter page
(KEGG map 02010) (26).
Bioinformatics Tool Used

b3450

Blast against opposite
genome
CDD Data

mrub_2366
Score: 357
E-value:2e-123

Cog Number: COG3839
ABC-type sugar transport system, ATPase component
[Carbohydrate transport and metabolism]
E-value: 1.89e-180

Cellular Localization

E-value: 0

Embedded in the inner plasma membrane

TIGRfam - Protein Family

TIGR00968
sulfate ABC transporter, ATP-bin
E-value: 8.9e-94

Pfam - Protein Family

E-value: 5.5e-90
PF00005
ABC_trans

E-value: 4.4e-31
Protein Database

Entity 3 containing Chain S, T
E-value: 3.72838E-99

KEGG Pathway Map

E-value: 1.3e-28
Sugar binding protein
E-value: 3.7532E-111

ABC transporters (02010)

Table 1. Comparison of b3450 and mrub_2366
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To begin the analysis of these sets of gene in the sn-glycerol-3-phosphate ABC
transporter pathway, multiple databases were used. Through the use of KEGG, the amino acid
sequences of both b3450 and mrub_2366 were found and used for analysis (26). A slight
variation in this specific analysis comes from the fact that mrub_2366 does not seem to be a
part of the sn-glycerol-3-phosphate specifically, as seen in Figure 2. Through further research
into the KEGG data, as well as a BLAST was performed to identify what possible gene could be
a part of this system,, mrub_2366 was found to be the ATP-binding domain for many different
monosaccharides, including sn-glycerol-3-phosphate (11).

Figure 2. KEGG map of E. coli and M. ruber monosaccharide ABC transporters. Shown above
are the structures for the ABC transporters of various monosaccharides in both the E. coli (left)
and M. ruber (right) genomes. Our GOIs are found within UgpB (b3453), UgpA (b3452), UgpE
(b3451), and UgpC (b3450) in the E. coli genome, and UgpB (mrub_0322), UgpA (mrub_0321),
UgpE (mrub_0320), and MalK (mrub_2366) in the M. ruber genome, all circled in red(26).
6

Through the use of the BLAST database the images in Figure 3 are produced(11). The
sequence alignment between b3450 and mrub_2366 shows the similarities in their amino acid
sequences. The query lines represent the amino acid sequence of b3450 and subject line
represents mrub_2366. The line between the two shows the highly conserved amino acids with
that amino acid in the space. The addition sign indicates that the two amino acids are similar in
functional groups. The E-value is 2e-123 which is very low indicating that the similarity in results
are not due to chance. This similarity in amino acid sequences suggest that b3450 and
mrub_2366 are orthologs.

Figure 3. The BLAST database showed that when the protein sequence of b3450 is BLAST’ed
against Meiothermus ruber the results show mrub_ 2366 has a low E-value indicating
similarities within the two protein amino acid sequences, showing a high chance for orthologous
genes between the two species (11).

Having confirmed that b3450 and mrub_2366 have significant sequence similarity, the focus
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then turned to learning more about these proteins in regards to cell localization. In order to
identify whether or not these proteins have transmembrane domains, the TMHMM database
was used (15-18). Figure 4 shows the results of the TMHMM analysis. Using the known amino
acid sequences, the database calculated which sections would be found throughout the cellular
membrane. In the case of b4350 and mrub_2366, there were no transmembrane domains
found. This result is expected since the function of both of these genes involve binding to ATP.
In order to bind, they need to be located outside of the membrane.

Figure 4. The bioinformatics database TMHMM was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3450 and mrub_ 2366. The left image indicates the E. coli b3450 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 2366. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Although these two graphs show no deviation, if
there were any deviations present through the graph, it would indicate the presence of
transmembrane helices. (15-18)
Also important for cell localization, is understanding whether our GOI create proteins that
contain signal peptides, or some derivative of them. For this question, the database SignalP
was used (19,20). Again, the amino acid sequences of b3450 and mrub_2366 were used within
the database. Figure 5 shows the results of both of these analyses. In both cases, there is
minimal strength of signal peptide probability. The SignalP results indicate that there is too low
of a probability for both genes to have signal peptides in their protein sequences.
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Figure 5. The bioinformatics database SignalP was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3450 and mrub_ 2366. The left image indicates the E. coli b3450 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 2366. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Strong signals in these graphs would indicate
the possible presence of a signal peptide on the proteins. (19-20)
To help in the conclusion of cellular location of these proteins, PSORT-B and Phobius were two
other databases used (13,14). Again, amino acid sequences of b3450 and mrub_2366 were
used. The databases would use theoretical amino acid sequences to determine possible
intra-protein interactions that would determine the location relative to the cell membrane. With
both of these genes, the PSORT-B indicated that both proteins were located on or around the
cytoplasmic membrane. The Phobius graphs, shown in Figure 6, also indicate that these
proteins are located in the non-cytoplasmic region. The combination of these two results help
confirm that b3450 and mrub_2366 are truly ATP-binding domains, that are located directly on
the cytoplasmic membrane, with a very small amount actually located in the cytoplasm of the
cell.
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Figure 6. The bioinformatics database Phobius was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3450 and mrub_ 2366. The left image indicates the E. coli b3450 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 2366. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes(14).
With a better idea of where b3450 and mrub_2366 are localized as proteins, the Pfam database
was used in order to further clarify how similar the two genes are (22). As seen in Figure 7,
when comparing b3450 and mrub_2366 to a consensus sequence, there is a large amount of
similarity, which can be seen by the large amount of shades of green found in the 4th row of
each sequence. This helps confirm that the two GOI are orthologous to one another.

Figure 7. The database Pfam was used to create aligned sequences of b3450 and mrub_ 2366
for comparison. The top sequence is b3450 and the bottom is mrub_2366. An example of
conserved amino acid sequences can be seen in the red box. As seen by the green line of both
images the two sequences which supports b3450 and mrub_ 2366 as orthologs (22).
Through the IMG/M database the genes b3450 and mrub_2366 were analyzed using
color by KEGG as shown in Figure 8 (26,27). Color by KEGG coordinates function of genes with
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colors. The two GOI are indicated by the red line above the gene. The top panel is the E.coli
gene b3450 and the bottom is mrub_2366 which are colored green and purple respectively.
Both of these colors indicate they are involved in membrane transport. This confirms these
genes are ABC transporters and that they are orthologs since they have the same function.

Figure 8. The IMG/M database and the color by KEGG function was used to analyze b3450
and mrub_ 2366. The top image represents b3450 and the bottom image represents
mrub_2366. The red line indicates the gene of interest. The color of the genes represent their
function. The E.coli green gene and the M. ruber  purple gene represent the fact that these
gene’s function involves membrane transport (26,27).

Comparing E.coli b3451 and M. ruber mrub_0321
We continue to do the same process defined above with a new set of genes, b3451 and
mrub_0321, both of which are classified as UgpE in their respective genomes. Again, for ease
of understanding, Table 2 summarizes the results obtained from numerous bioinformatic tools to
compare E.coli b3451 and mrub_0321. When looking at the comparison of E-values, the closer
to 0.0 indicates that the genes are unlikely to be similar by chance. The original BLAST
performed was against the two specific genes of interest, b3451 and mrub_0321 (11). The COG
number identified through the CDD database was the same for both genes, with slightly varied
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E-values (31). Using the cellular localization databases (TMHMM (15), SignalP (19), LipoP (20),
PSORT-B (13), and Phobius (14)), both genes were confirmed to have the same location.
TIGRfam for b3451 did not identify a protein family, but it did for mrub_0321 (21). Pfam
database show the same protein family between the two genes, with similar E-values (21, 22).
Protein Database showed identical proteins for both genes (24, 25). For both E. coli and M. rub
systems, the genes were found within the ABC transporter page (KEGG map 02010) (26).
Bioinformatics Tool Used

E.coli Gene b3451

BLAST genome
CDD Data

mrub_0321

Score: 130 bits
E-value: 4e-41
COG Number: COG0345
ABC-type glycerol-3-phosphate transport system, permease
component
E-value: 5.52e-77

Cellular Localization
TIGRfam- Protein Family

E-value: 1.29e-57

Transmembrane in the inner plasma membrane
No TIGRfam found

TIGR01581
NifC-like ABC-type porter

E-value: N/a

E-value: 6.1e-07

Pfam- Protein Family

Pf00528
BPD_trans_1
E-value: 2.1e-22

E-value: 2.1e-17

4TQU - Entity 2 containing Chain N
Protein Database

E-value:7.90769E-7

KEGG Pathway Map

E-value: 6.3694E-8

ABC transporters (02010)

Table 2. Comparison of b3451 and mrub_0321
Through the use of KEGG, the amino acid sequences of both b3451 and mrub_0321
were found and used for analysis (26). This time, they are clearly identified in Figure 2 in the
sn-glycerol-3-phosphate section of the pathway, marked as UgpE in their respective genomes.
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Through the use of the BLAST database the images in Figure 9 are produced (11). The
sequence alignment between b3451 and mrub_0321 shows the similarities in their amino acid
sequences. The query lines represent the amino acid sequence of b3451 and subject line
represents mrub_0321. The line between the two shows the highly conserved amino acids with
that amino acid in the space. The addition sign indicates that the two amino acids are similar in
functional groups. The E-value, which is close to zero, indicates that the similarity in results are
not due to chance. This similarity in amino acid sequences suggest that b3451 and mrub_0321
are orthologs.

Figure 9. The BLAST database showed that when the protein sequence of b3451 is BLAST’ed
against Meiothermus ruber the results show mrub_ 0321 has a low E-value indicating
similarities within the two protein amino acid sequences, showing a high chance for orthologous
genes between the two species (11).
Having confirmed that b3451 and mrub_0321 have significant sequence similarity, the focus
then turned to learning more about these proteins in regards to cell localization. In order to
identify whether or not these proteins have transmembrane domains, the TMHMM database
was used (15-18). Figure 10 shows the results of the TMHMM analysis for this gene
comparison. Using the known amino acid sequences, the database calculated which sections
would be found throughout the cellular membrane. In the case of b4351 and mrub_0321, there
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were 6 transmembrane domains found. This result is expected for these two genes, because
they have been previously identified as the permease component of the ABC transporter,
meaning that there needs to be transmembrane domains in order the protein to transport
products (26).

Figure 10. The bioinformatics database TMHMM was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3451 and mrub_ 0321. The left image indicates the E. coli b3451 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 0321. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Both graphs show clear deviations in the graph
that define a transmembrane domain within the protein species. A total number of 6 can be
found on each graph (15-18).
Also important for cell localization, is understanding whether our GOI create proteins that
contain signal peptides, or some derivative of them. For this question, the database SignalP
was used (19,20). Again, the amino acid sequences of b3451 and mrub_0321 were used within
the database. Figure 11 shows the results of both of these analyses. In both cases, there is
minimal strength of signal peptide probability. The SignalP results indicate that there is too low
of a probability for both genes to have signal peptides in their protein sequences.
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Figure 11. The bioinformatics database SignalP was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3451 and mrub_ 0321. The left image indicates the E. coli b3451 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 0321. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Strong signals in these graphs would indicate
the possible presence of a signal peptide on the proteins, which is clearly not seen in both of
these cases (19-20).
To confirm the previous conclusion of no signal peptide, another database was used, known as
LipoP (20). This database is similar to SignalP, but focuses more clearly on lipoproteins. Figure
12 shows the LipoP results from both b3451 and mrub_0321. Although the results from b3451
do show some higher probability levels for signal peptides in the form of Signal Peptide I (SpI), it
is still not high enough to be very probable. The probability for mrub_0321 is much, much lower.

Figure 12. The bioinformatics database LipoP was used to develop two graphs indicating
probability of lipoproteins for b3451 and mrub_ 0321. The left image indicates the E. coli b3451
and the right image indicates mrub_ 0321. The b3451 graph shows a very slight probability for a
signal protein to be present, but the data above the graph shows the probability is still relatively
low. In the case of mrub_0321, there was no graph present, which indicates an extremely low
chance of any signal peptide or lipoprotein to be present. Strong signals in these graphs would
indicate the possible presence of a lipoprotein as a part of the proteins, which is clearly not seen
in these cases (20).
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To help in the conclusion of cellular location of these proteins, PSORT-B and Phobius were two
other databases used (13,14). Again, amino acid sequences of b3451 and mrub_0321 were
used. The databases would use theoretical amino acid sequences to determine possible
intra-protein interactions that would determine the location relative to the cell membrane. With
both of these genes, the PSORT-B indicated that both proteins were located on or around the
cytoplasmic membrane. The Phobius graphs, shown in Figure 13, also indicates that these
proteins are located both in the non-cytoplasmic and cytoplasmic region, further confirming the
presence of transmembrane domains. The combination of these two results help confirm that
b3451 and mrub_0321 are truly permease domains, that are located throughout the inner
membrane of the respective bacteria.

Figure 13. The bioinformatics database Phobius was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3451 and mrub_ 0321. The left image indicates the E. coli b3451 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 0321. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. The constant change between cytoplasmic
(green) and non cytoplasmic (blue) helps confirm the presence of transmembrane domains
located on the inner bacterial membrane (14).
With a better idea of where b3451 and mrub_0321 are localized as proteins, the Pfam database
was used in order to further clarify how similar the two genes are (22). As seen in Figure 14,
when comparing b3451 and mrub_0321 to the same consensus sequence, there is a large
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amount of similarity, which can be seen by the large amount of shades of green found in the 4th
row of each sequence. This helps confirm that the two GOI are orthologous to one another.

Figure 14. The database Pfam was used to create aligned sequences of b3451 and mrub_ 0321
for comparison. The top sequence is b3451 and the bottom is mrub_0321. An example of
conserved amino acid sequences can be seen in the red box. As seen by the green line of both
images the two sequences which supports b3451 and mrub_ 0321 as orthologs (22).
Through the IMG/M database the genes b3451 and mrub_0321 were analyzed using
color by KEGG as shown in Figure 15 (26,27). Color by KEGG coordinates function of genes
with colors. The two GOI are indicated by the red line above the gene. The top panel is the
E.coli gene b3451 and the bottom is mrub_0321 which are colored green and purple
respectively. Both of these colors indicate they are involved in membrane transport. This
confirms these genes are ABC transporters and that they are orthologs since they have the
same function.
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Figure 15. The IMG/M database and the color by KEGG function was used to analyze b3451
and mrub_ 0321. The top image represents b3451 and the bottom image represents
mrub_0321. The red line indicates the gene of interest. The color of the genes represent their
function. The E.coli green gene and the M. ruber purple gene represent the fact that both of
these gene’s function involves membrane transport (26,27).

Comparing E. coli b3452 and M. ruber mrub_0320
We continue to do the same process defined above with a new set of genes, b3451 and
mrub_0321, both of which are classified as UgpE in their respective genomes. Again, for ease
of understanding, Table 3 summarizes the results obtained from numerous bioinformatic tools to
compare E.coli b3452 and mrub_ 0320. When looking at the comparison of E-values, the closer
to 0.0 indicates that the genes are unlikely to be similar by chance. The original BLAST
performed was against the two specific genes of interest, b3452 and mrub_0320 (11). The COG
number identified through the CDD database was the same for both genes, with slightly varied
E-values (31). Using the cellular localization databases (TMHMM (15), SignalP (19), LipoP (20),
PSORT-B (13), and Phobius (14)), both genes were confirmed to have the same location.
TIGRfam has varied results between the two genes, with two different TIGRfam numbers
showing up (21). Pfam database shows the same protein family between the two genes, with
similar E-values (22, 23). Protein Database showed different proteins of similarities (24, 25). For
18

both E. coli and M. rub systems, the genes were found within the ABC transporter page (KEGG
map 02010) (26).
Bioinformatics Tool Used

E.coli Gene b3452

BLAST genome
CDD Data

Score: 134 bits
E-value: 1e-41
COG Number: COG1175
ABC-type sugar transport system, permease component
E-value: 2.10e-82

Cellular Localization
TIGRfam- Protein Family

Pfam- Protein Family

mrub_0320

E-value: 1.62e-74

Transmembrane in the inner plasma membrane
TIGR01581

TIGR00969

E-value: 0.00015

E-value: 3.9e-09

Pf00528
Binding-protein-dependent transport system inner membrane
E-value: 5.2e-20

Protein Database

E-value: 1.5e-19

3FH6
Entity 1 containing Chain F, H
E-value:4.22747E-15

KEGG Pathway Map

E-value: 5.33363E-11

ABC transporters (02010)

Table 3. Comparison of b3452 and mrub_0320
Through the use of KEGG, the amino acid sequences of both b3452 and mrub_0320
were found and used for analysis (26). This time, they are clearly identified in Figure 2 in the
sn-glycerol-3-phosphate section of the pathway, marked as UgpA in their respective genomes.
Through the use of the BLAST database the image in Figure 16 is produced (11). The sequence
alignment between b3452 and mrub_0320 shows the similarities in their amino acid sequences.
The query lines represent the amino acid sequence of b3452 and subject line represents
mrub_0320. The line between the two shows the highly conserved amino acids with that amino
19

acid in the space. The addition sign indicates that the two amino acids are similar in functional
groups. The E-value, which is close to zero, indicates that the similarity in results are not due to
chance. This similarity in amino acid sequences suggest that b3452 and mrub_0320 are
orthologs.

Figure 16. The BLAST database showed that when the protein sequence of b3452 is BLAST’ed
against Meiothermus ruber the results show mrub_ 0320 has a low E-value indicating
similarities within the two protein amino acid sequences, showing a high chance for orthologous
genes between the two species (11).
Having confirmed that b3452 and mrub_0320 have significant sequence similarity, the focus
then turned to learning more about these proteins in regards to cell localization. In order to
identify whether or not these proteins have transmembrane domains, the TMHMM database
was used (15-18). Figure 17 shows the results of the TMHMM analysis for this gene
comparison. Using the known amino acid sequences, the database calculated which sections
would be found throughout the cellular membrane. In the case of b4352 and mrub_0320, there
were 6 transmembrane domains found. This result is expected for these two genes, because
they have been previously identified as the permease component of the ABC transporter,
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meaning that there needs to be transmembrane domains in order the protein to transport
products (26).

Figure 17. The bioinformatics database TMHMM was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3452 and mrub_ 0320. The left image indicates the E. coli b3452 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 0320. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Both graphs show clear deviations in the graph
that define a transmembrane domain within the protein species. A total number of 6 can be
found on each graph (15-18).
Also important for cell localization, is understanding whether our GOI create proteins that
contain signal peptides, or some derivative of them. For this question, the database SignalP
was used (19,20). Again, the amino acid sequences of b3452 and mrub_0320 were used within
the database. Figure 18 shows the results of both of these analyses. In both cases, there is
minimal strength of signal peptide probability. The SignalP results indicate that there is too low
of a probability for both genes to have signal peptides in their protein sequences.

Figure 18. The bioinformatics database SignalP was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3452 and mrub_ 0320. The left image indicates the E. coli b3452 and
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the right image indicates mrub_ 0320. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Strong signals in these graphs would indicate
the possible presence of a signal peptide on the proteins, which is clearly not seen in both of
these cases (19-20).
To help in the conclusion of cellular location of these proteins, PSORT-B and Phobius were two
other databases used (13,14). Again, amino acid sequences of b3452 and mrub_0320 were
used. The databases would use theoretical amino acid sequences to determine possible
intra-protein interactions that would determine the location relative to the cell membrane. With
both of these genes, the PSORT-B indicated that both proteins were located on or around the
cytoplasmic membrane. The Phobius graphs, shown in Figure 19, also indicates that these
proteins are located both in the non-cytoplasmic and cytoplasmic region, further confirming the
presence of transmembrane domains. The combination of these two results help confirm that
b3452 and mrub_0320 are truly permease domains, that are located throughout the inner
membrane of the respective bacteria.

Figure 19. The bioinformatics database Phobius was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3452 and mrub_ 0320. The left image indicates the E. coli b3452 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 0320. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. The constant change between cytoplasmic
(green) and noncytoplasmic (blue) helps confirm the presence of transmembrane domains
located on the inner bacterial membrane (14).
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With a better idea of where b3452 and mrub_0320 are localized as proteins, the Pfam database
was used in order to further clarify how similar the two genes are (22). As seen in Figure 20,
when comparing b3452 and mrub_0320 to the same consensus sequence, there is a large
amount of similarity, which can be seen by the large amount of shades of green found in the 4th
row of each sequence. This helps confirm that the two GOI are orthologous to one another/.

Figure 20. The database Pfam was used to create aligned sequences of b3452 and mrub_ 0320
for comparison. The top sequence is b3452 and the bottom is mrub_0320. An example of
conserved amino acid sequences can be seen in the red box. As seen by the green line of both
images the two sequences which supports b3452 and mrub_ 0320 as orthologs (22).
Through the IMG/M database the genes b3452 and mrub_0320 were analyzed using
color by KEGG as shown in Figure 21 (26,27). Color by KEGG coordinates function of genes
with colors. The two GOI are indicated by the red line above the gene. The top panel is the
E.coli gene b3452 and the bottom is mrub_0320 which are colored green and purple
respectively. Both of these colors indicate they are involved in membrane transport. This
confirms these genes are ABC transporters and that they are orthologs since they have the
same function.
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Figure 21. The IMG/M database and the color by KEGG function was used to analyze b3452
and mrub_ 0320. The top image represents b3452 and the bottom image represents
mrub_0320. The red line indicates the gene of interest. The color of the genes represent their
function. The E.coli green gene and the M. ruber purple gene represent the fact that both of
these gene’s function involves membrane transport (26,27).
Comparing E. coli b3453 and M. ruber mrub_0322
We continue to do the same process defined above with a new set of genes, b3453 and
mrub_0322, both of which are classified as UgpB in their respective genomes. Again, for ease
of understanding, Table 4 summarizes the results obtained from numerous bioinformatic tools to
compare E.coli b3453 and mrub_ 0322. When looking at the comparison of E-values, the closer
to 0.0 indicates that the genes are unlikely to be similar by chance. The original BLAST
performed was against the two specific genes of interest, b3453 and mrub_0322 (11). The COG
number identified through the CDD database was the same for both genes, with slightly varied
E-values (31). Using the cellular localization databases (TMHMM (15), SignalP (19), LipoP (20),
PSORT-B (13), and Phobius (14)), both genes were confirmed to have the same location. Pfam
(22, 23) database shows the same protein family between the two genes, with similar E-values,
while neither gene had a hit with TIGRfam (21). Protein Database showed different proteins of
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similarities. For both E. coli and M. rub systems, the genes were found within the ABC
transporter page (KEGG map 02010) (26).
Bioinformatics Tool Used

E.coli Gene b_3453

BLAST genome
CDD Data

mrub_0322

Score: 187 bits
E-value: 5e-59
COG Number: COG1653
ABC-type glycerol-3-phosphate transport system, periplasmic
component
E-value: 4.91e-72

Cellular Localization

E-value: 3.76e-60

Anchored to the periplasmic side of the inner membrane

TIGRfam- Protein Family

No TIGRfam Number Found
E-value: n/a

Pfam- Protein Family

E-value: n/a
PF13416
SPB_bac_8

E-value: 9.2e-46
Protein Database

E-value: 1.3e-45

Entity 1 containing Chain A
E-value: 0.0

KEGG Pathway Map

E-value: 5.22839e-46

ABC transporters (02010)

Table 4. Comparison of b_3453 and mrub_0322
Through the use of KEGG, the amino acid sequences of both b3453 and mrub_0322
were found and used for analysis (26). This time, they are clearly identified in Figure 2 in the
sn-glycerol-3-phosphate section of the pathway, marked as UgpB in their respective genomes.
Through the use of the BLAST database the image in Figure 22 is produced (11). The sequence
alignment between b3453 and mrub_0322 shows the similarities in their amino acid sequences.
The query lines represent the amino acid sequence of b3453 and subject line represents
mrub_0322. The line between the two shows the highly conserved amino acids with that amino
acid in the space. The addition sign indicates that the two amino acids are similar in functional
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groups. The E-value, which is close to zero, indicates that the similarity in results are not due to
chance. This similarity in amino acid sequences suggest that b3453 and mrub_0322 are
orthologs.

Figure 22. The BLAST database showed that when the protein sequence of b3453 is BLAST’ed
against Meiothermus ruber the results show mrub_ 0322 has a low E-value indicating
similarities within the two protein amino acid sequences, showing a high chance for orthologous
genes between the two species (11).
Having confirmed that b3453 and mrub_0322 have significant sequence similarity, the focus
then turned to learning more about these proteins in regards to cell localization. In order to
identify whether or not these proteins have transmembrane domains, the TMHMM database
was used (15-18). Figure 23 shows the results of the TMHMM analysis for this gene
comparison. Using the known amino acid sequences, the database calculated which sections
would be found throughout the cellular membrane. In the case of b4353 and mrub_0322, there
were no transmembrane domains found. This result is expected for these two genes, because
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they have been previously identified as the substrate binding component of the ABC transporter,
meaning that the protein needs to be on the outside of the cell membrane in order to interact
with the substrate (26).

Figure 23. The bioinformatics database TMHMM was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3453 and mrub_0322. The left image indicates the E. coli b3453 and the
right image indicates mrub_ 0322. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a similarity
in cellular localization between genes. Although these two graphs show no deviation, if there
were any deviations present through the graph, it would indicate the presence of
transmembrane helices. (15-18)
Also important for cell localization, is understanding whether our GOI create proteins that
contain signal peptides, or some derivative of them. For this question, the database SignalP
was used (19,20). Again, the amino acid sequences of b3453 and mrub_0322 were used within
the database. Figure 24 shows the results of both of these analyses. In the case of b3453, there
is a significant probability that the protein does contain a signal peptide. The SignalP results
indicate that there is too low of a probability for the mrub_0322 gene to have signal peptides in
their protein sequences.
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Figure 25. The bioinformatics database SignalP was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3453 and mrub_ 0322. The left image indicates the E. coli b3453 and
the right image indicates mrub_ 0322. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes. Strong signals in these graphs would indicate
the possible presence of a signal peptide on the proteins, which is clearly seen in b3453, but not
in mrub_0322 (19-20).
To confirm the previous conclusion of a presence of signal peptide, another database was used,
known as LipoP (20). This database is similar to SignalP, but focuses more clearly on
lipoproteins. Figure 26 shows the LipoP results from both b3453 and mrub_0322. The results
from b3453 do show some higher probability levels for signal peptides in the form of Signal
Peptide I (SpI). The probability for mrub_0322 is much lower.

Figure 26. The bioinformatics database LipoP was used to develop two graphs indicating
probability of lipoproteins for b3453 and mrub_ 0322. The left image indicates the E. coli b3453
and the right image indicates mrub_ 0322. The b3453 graph shows significant probability for a
signal protein to be present, but the data for mrub_0322 shows the probability is still relatively
low. Strong signals in these graphs would indicate the possible presence of a lipoprotein as a
part of the proteins, which is clearly not seen in these cases (20).
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To help in the conclusion of cellular location of these proteins, PSORT-B and Phobius were two
other databases used (13,14). Again, amino acid sequences of b3453 and mrub_0322 were
used. The databases would use theoretical amino acid sequences to determine possible
intra-protein interactions that would determine the location relative to the cell membrane. With
both of these genes, the PSORT-B indicated that both proteins were located on or around the
periplasm. The Phobius graphs, shown in Figure 27, also indicates that these proteins are
located in the non-cytoplasmic region, further confirming the idea of them being in the
periplasm. The combination of these two results help confirm that b3453 and mrub_0322 are
truly substrate domains, that are located throughout the periplasm of the respective bacteria to
help bring in the desired substrate, in this case sn-glycerol-3-phosphate.

Figure 27. The bioinformatics database Phobius was used to develop two graphs indicating
cellular localization of b3453 and mrub_ 0322. The left image indicates the E. coli b3453 and
the right image indicates mrub_0322. The similarities between the two graphs indicate a
similarity in cellular localization between genes(14).
With a better idea of where b3453 and mrub_0322 are localized as proteins, the Pfam database
was used in order to further clarify how similar the two genes are (22). As seen in Figure 28,
when comparing b3453 and mrub_0322 to a consensus sequence, there is a large amount of
similarity, which can be seen by the large amount of shades of green found in the 4th row of
each sequence. This helps confirm that the two GOI are orthologous to one another.
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Figure 28. The database Pfam was used to create aligned sequences of b3453 and mrub_ 0322
for comparison. The top sequence is b3453 and the bottom is mrub_0322. As seen by the green
line of both images the two sequences which supports b3453 and mrub_ 0322 as orthologs
(22).
Through the IMG/M database the genes b3453 and mrub_0322 were analyzed using
color by KEGG as shown in Figure 29 (26,27). Color by KEGG coordinates function of genes
with colors. The two GOI are indicated by the red line above the gene. The top panel is the
E.coli gene b3453 and the bottom is mrub_0322 which are colored green and purple
respectively. Both of these colors indicate they are involved in membrane transport. This
confirms these genes are ABC transporters and that they are orthologs since they have the
same function.
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Figure 29. The IMG/M database and the color by KEGG function was used to analyze b3453
and mrub_ 0322. The top image represents b3453 and the bottom image represents
mrub_0322. The red line indicates the gene of interest. The color of the genes represent their
function. The E.coli green gene and the M. ruber purple gene represent the fact that both of
these gene’s function involves membrane transport (26,27).
Conclusion
Throughout the use of many bioinformatics tools it can be concluded that mrub_0320
gene is an ortholog of the b3452 gene, mrub_0321 gene is an ortholog of the b3451
gene,mrub_0322 gene is an ortholog of the b3453 gene, mrub_2366 gene is an ortholog of the
b3450 gene. Although there are some instances of differences between results of ortholog pairs
the majority of evidence indicates their distinct similarities. Since the two organisms are distantly
related it may have contributed to the slight differences in analysis. All of the following genes are
part of operons that involve membrane transport as shown in figure 8,15,21 and 29 by the color
by KEGG database(26,27).
The first gene pair analyzed was mrub_2366 and b3450 to confirm they are orthologs.
Numerous bioinformatics tools were used to support that these two genes are orthologs. The
first task done to begin analysis was to blast the nucleotide sequences of mrub_2366 against
b3450. The BLAST results gave a low E-value indicating these genes are highly related and not
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due to chance (11). These genes have the same COG (31), TIGRfam (21) and Pfam (22, 23)
numbers which is another piece of evidence proving they are orthologs. The last key piece of
evidence is that all of the cellular localization database data matches. The overall cellular
localization is the inner plasma membrane for both genes (TMHMM (15, 16, 17, 18), SignalP
(19), LipoP (20), PSORT-B (15), Phobius (14)). For both E. coli and M. rub systems, the genes
were found within the ABC transporter page (KEGG map 02010) (26).The only difference in
data found was through the protein database where the two genes represent different proteins
which could be due to an incomplete database (25).This piece can be disregarded because of
the significant number of evidence gathered that confirms mrub_2366 and b3450 being
orthologs.
The same process defined above is completed with the second set of genes, b3451 and
mrub_0321, both of which are classified as UgpE in their respective genomes. As seen in Table
2 the BLAST results show a low E-value indicating theses genes are indeed orthologs and not
likely similar by chance(11). The COG and Pfam numbers are the same for both genes (22,23).
The cellular localization databases (TMHMM (15), SignalP (19), LipoP (20), PSORT-B (13), and
Phobius (14)), both genes were confirmed to have the same location on the inner plasma
membrane. Protein Database showed identical proteins for both genes (24, 25). For both E. coli
and M. rub systems, the genes were found within the ABC transporter page (KEGG map 02010)
(26). The only piece of data that differed between mrub_0321 and b3451 was the TIGRfam
database did not give the same value since b3451 did not yield any hits (21). This result does
not conclude against their similarity but just yields inconclusive. The overall conclusion remains
that b3451 and mrub_0321 are orthologs.
The third gene pair analyzed was mrub_0320 and b3452 both of which are classified as
UgpA in their respective genomes (26). Again, for ease of understanding, Table 3 summarizes
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the results obtained from numerous bioinformatic tools to compare E.coli b3452 and mrub_
0320. The BLAST performed comparing these genes produced a low E-value indicating the
genes to be orthologs (11). The COG number identified through the CDD database was the
same for both genes, with slightly varied E-values (31). Using the cellular localization databases
(TMHMM (15), SignalP (19), LipoP (20), PSORT-B (13), and Phobius (14)), both genes were
confirmed to have the same location. TIGRfam has varied results between the two genes, with
two different TIGRfam numbers showing up (21). Pfam database shows the same protein family
between the two genes, with similar E-values (22, 23). Protein Database showed different
proteins of similarities (24, 25). For both E. coli and M. rub systems, the genes were found
within the ABC transporter page (KEGG map 02010) (26). Nearly all forms of data helps
conclude that b3452 and mrub_0320 are orthologous; Regardless of TIGRfam results, this
connection is strong.
The last gene pair analyzed was mrub_0322 and b3453, both of which are classified as
UgpB in their respective genomes. Again, for ease of understanding, Table 4 summarizes the
results obtained from numerous bioinformatic tools to compare E.coli b3453 and mrub_ 0322.
The BLAST database gave a low E-value indicating the genes to be orthologs not by chance
(11). The COG number identified through the CDD database was the same for both genes, with
slightly varied E-values (31). Using the cellular localization databases (TMHMM (15), SignalP
(19), LipoP (20), PSORT-B (13), and Phobius (14)), both genes were confirmed to have the
same location. Pfam (22, 23) database shows the same protein family between the two genes,
with similar E-values, while neither gene had a hit with TIGRfam (21). No hit in TIGRfam leads
to inconclusive results but because the several other pieces of evidence are strong it can be
concluded they are orthologs. Protein Database showed the same protein with different
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E-values (24,25). For both E. coli and M. rub systems, the genes were found within the ABC
transporter page (KEGG map 02010) (26).
Finally, site directed mutagenesis was studied by using NEB changer bioinformatics to
change a highly conserved amino acid into alanine (28). The substitution was completed on
ugpA (mrub_0320) at amino acid F44 to an alanine. The result of this change is shown in the
left side of Figure 30 below. The Threonine in the amino acid sequence from KEGG is at
position 44 since that is a highly conserved amino acid found by the weblogo database. The
nucleotide sequence was substituted at position 130 to 132. Then the same procedure was
done with b3452 however the substitution was from position 123 to 125 from a Threonine to an
alanine shown in Figure 30 on the right side.

Figure 30. The site-directed mutagenesis of mrub_0320 and b3452 to substitute a Threonine for
Alanine. The left side of the image represents the M.ruber gene mrub_0320 and the right side is
the E.coli ortholog b3452.
The sequences above must then undergo functional genomics to allow analysis of the
data. Functional genomics, such as the complementation test, will show the substitution in the
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highly conserved amino acid, threonine, to alanine will cause a change in protein function. This
change in function detected indicates the substitution caused a change in protein structure
ultimately affecting its function. This study can be used to further research on orthologous genes
in Meiothermus ruber and Escherichia coli ABC transporters involved in sn-glycerol 3-phosphate. This research has been shown to be linked to ABC transport systems involving
sn-glycerol - 3-phosphate. These transport systems are linked to diabetes, cancer, and many
other metabolic diseases research. These disease have high prevalence around the world
indicated further research is necessary to continue to understand their metabolic pathways to
develop more efficient treatment.
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